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The origin of the anisotropic, paramagnetic phase associated with electronic nematicity in the iron pnictides
is yet to be resolved. Furthermore, the detwinning technique used to study the nematic order in single crystals
is known to introduce extra anisotropy into the sample, which can smear out the transition and even modify
intrinsic characteristics associated with “spontaneous” Ising, Z2, symmetry breaking. Here we use a strain- and
stress-free twinned sample to show that there is a significant reduction in the energy relaxation times of the hot
electrons following nonequilibrium femtosecond laser excitation on both the high- and low-temperature sides of
the nematic phase transition. This femtosecond critical speeding-up behavior provides an alternative way to study
complex, electronically driven nematicity, neither invoking external strain nor measuring a small anisotropy in
twinned crystals. Particularly, a detailed analysis of the observed ultrafast decay time and the amplitude associated
with an initial electronic relaxation provides compelling implications on the physical origin of nematicity in iron
pnictides: (1) nematic fluctuations strongly influence the dynamics of electron cooling, and (2) spin fluctuations
determine the part of amplitude arising from the nematicity. Finally, we discuss ultrafast coherent phonon
generation which may contribute to the measured transition temperature in our ultrafast measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.165122
I. INTRODUCTION
Complex quantum materials often exhibit multiple distinct
order parameters that are strongly intertwined in equilibrium,
e.g., magnetic, superconducting, nematic, etc. Some recent
prominent examples are seen in iron-arsenide based super-
conductors [1], which have reemphasized the importance of
coupled and competing phases in determining the properties
of complex materials. Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 is a representative
material in this class. It exhibits a multitude of interesting
properties, including a structural phase transition (tetragonal-
orthorhombic), spin-density wave (SDW), superconductivity,
and electronic nematicity [2]. The nematic state of the iron
pnictides gives rise to paramagnetic anisotropic regions in the
phase diagram, above and even inside the superconducting
dome. In particular, the high-temperature tetragonal symmetry
(C4) of the system is lowered to an orthorhombic one (C2) at
a temperature TS driven by the divergence of electronic (ne-
matic) fluctuations without lowering the magnetic symmetry
(O3) [3,4]. This electronically driven nematic order has Ising
(Z2) character (two discrete values) which is theoretically
predicted to have significant implications for the nature and
type of the superconducting pairing mechanism and quantum
criticality debated thus far [5]. Some of the open issues are how
to detect critical divergence of the nematic fluctuations upon
approaching the phase transition and how to disentangle the
driving force of electronic nematicity between spin and orbit
fluctuations. However, there are still formidable difficulties for
answering these questions, especially when trying to do this
by working close to quasiequilibrium.
A major limitation of conventional equilibrium mea-
surements, such as infrared spectroscopy [6] and electrical
transport [7,8] has been that these experiments require an
external force to break the C4 symmetry in order to reveal the
nematic state. This external force appears necessary because
the presence of twin domains cancels out anisotropic signals
in the bulk crystals probed by these methods. However, the
detwinning technique that breaks the tetragonal symmetry
makes it difficult to reveal underlying intrinsic materials
properties driven by spontaneously broken Ising symmetry.
For example, measurements of detwinned samples show a
broad structural transition with orthorhombicity persisting up
to even near room temperature in some cases. This likely
contributes to some significantly contradictory results in the
literature regarding the temperature of the nematic phase
transition. It is unclear at what temperature the nematic
phase transition occurs, with some reporting very close to the
structural transition [3,4] and others observing a transition far
above it, e.g., ∼100 K as suggested in Ref. [9]. So far there are
scarce quantitative methods to measure the nematic transition
in strain- and stress-free samples and more are needed to help
answer this fundamental question.
Ultrafast optical spectroscopy represents a powerful tool for
studying phase transitions in a complimentary fashion to con-
ventional equilibrium probe methods [10–17]. Ultrafast spec-
troscopy can be used to potentially reveal temporal fluctuations
of the nematic order parameter that would not be seen in static,
time-averaged measurements. Prior femtosecond-resolved el-
lipsometry work measured residual in-plane anisotropy even
in unstrained Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples [4]. There, the
dynamics displayed a characteristic two-step relaxation that
allowed the separation of the anisotropy into its long-range
magnetic order and nematic order components. Interestingly,
a diverging recovery time for critical nematic fluctuations
was observed. However, quantitative analysis in the nematic
phase was made difficult due to a limited signal-to-noise
ratio, especially approaching to TS . This prevented a precise
determination of the temperature at which critical fluctuations
appear.
In the present paper, we demonstrate a different way to
obtain key information about the electronic nematicity via
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femtosecond-resolved interband optical reflectivity R/R
in strain- and stress-free iron pnictides. Different from the
above-mentioned anisotropic response, the present strategy
is based on isotropic, hot electron energy relaxation and
allows much larger signal-to-noise ratios. While this approach
does not directly probe nematic order, its sensitivity to said
order arises from the coupling between hot electrons and the
spin-nematic degree of freedom. More specifically, it is found
that heat is transferred from hot electrons to the spin-nematic
reservoir with an electronic cooling time given by τfast that
is determined by the coupling. The femtosecond electron
cooling time is found to be strongly dependent on nematic
fluctuations and nematic order. Therefore, by measuring the
photoexcited electronic cooling, it becomes possible to gain
more understanding of the electronic coupling with nematicity
and to reveal signatures associated with nematic fluctuations
in twin-domain crystals. One major advantage of this ultrafast
differential reflectivity approach is the increased signal-to-
noise ratio.
In underdoped Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 [2], we observe a critical
speeding up of the relaxation time τfast that is present on
both the high- and low-temperature sides of the nematic phase
transition. This speeding up is absent in parent and optimally
doped compounds, likely because of the unique anisotropic,
paramagnetic state in the underdoped sample. Moreover, a
comparative analysis of the amplitude associated with the
femtosecond electron energy relaxation, defined as Afast,
shows a nonmonotonic temperature dependence remarkably
similar to low-frequency conductivity. The Afast amplitude
shows an additional dependence on magnetic fluctuations
peaked at TN manifested as a crossover and downwards cusp
going into the anisotropic nematic state. This crossover at TN
is only seen in the differential reflectivity R/R, however,
and we believe this is because the low-frequency conductivity
measurements we compare against are sensitive to only
isotropic, average quantities and thus would not be sensitive
to the nematic part of the signal. From the observed similarity
and difference, we infer that interband optical nonlinearity
originates from photoinduced spectral weight transfer due
to Fermi-surface (FS) renormalization, while the magnetic
fluctuations determine the additional contribution to Afast near
the nematic state.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
sample details and basic experimental characterizations. In
Sec. III we show experimental results from femtosecond-
resolved interband optical reflectivity R/R in strain- and
stress-free iron-pnictide samples. In Sec. IV, a detailed
analysis of ultrafast signals is presented to underpin the effects
from nematic and spin fluctuations. We also compare ultrafast
dynamics in parent and optimally doped samples. The final
section concludes with a summary and broader outlook. Lastly,
we provide raw data traces along with their fits to illustrate the
high quality of fitting.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME
The samples used in this paper were single-crystalline
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 with cobalt substitutions of x = 0.00,
0.047, and 0.074 that represent undoped, underdoped, and
optimally doped samples, respectfully. The cobalt doped
samples were grown out of an (Fe1−yCoy)As flux using
specifically deduced, high-temperature solution growth tech-
niques [2,18]. To obtain the final cobalt concentration in
the samples, elemental analysis was performed via wave-
length dispersive x-ray spectroscopy in the electron probe
microanalyzer [18].
The underdoped x = 0.047 sample is our main focus
for studying the electronic nematic state. Here, the high-
temperature tetragonal C4 symmetry of the system is lowered
to orthorhombic C2 at the temperature TS = 66 K before
entering the spin-striped (0,π )/(π,0) SDW transition at TN =
48 K [19]. The anisotropic, paramagnetic state between TS and
TN is characterized by a nematic order parameter that couples
to various other degrees of freedom, such as magnetic fluctu-
ations, lattice orthorhombicity, and orbital order [3]. Undoped
and optimally doped samples do not exhibit the anisotropic
paramagnetic state and are measured for comparison. In the
undoped (x = 0.00) sample the paramagnetic-SDW transition
temperature is almost indistinguishable from the tetragonal-
orthorhombic transition temperature at TN ∼ TS ∼ 136 K. The
optimally doped (x = 0.074) sample on the other hand only
exhibits a superconducting transition at TC = 23 K.
Ultrafast differential reflectivity R/R [20] data are taken
using an ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser amplifier producing 35-fs
pulses (full width at half maximum) with central wavelengths
of 800 nm and repetition rate of 1 kHz. A beam splitter
separated the laser output into pump and probe beams. The
probe beam was frequency doubled to 3.1 eV with a Beta
Barium Borate (BBO) crystal and then focused onto the
sample, while the pump beam was kept at the laser fundamental
1.55 eV. Spot sizes were chosen to be 670 and 330 μm
for the pump and probe, respectively. These spot sizes are
much larger than the width of a single stripe domain and
therefore the probe measures an average over both twin
domains. Unless otherwise noted, pump fluence was set to
115 μJ cm−2 and probe wavelength was set to 400 nm. Please
note that such a pump fluence is chosen to have the perturbed,
transient temperatures still close to the initial temperatures. A
detailed explanation of the method used to extract the transient
temperatures is based on the three-temperature model. We
note that our calculation of the transient temperature includes
coupling between electron, phonon, and spin heat baths, which
is important in our material because of strong electron-phonon
and magnetoelastic coupling [4]. The incident pump and probe
beams were linearly polarized and both beams were at near
normal incidence with the sample. We detect pump-induced
optical reflectivity change R/R by probing the surface
reflection R = Is + Ip. We emphasize here that in twinned
samples R/R signals do not directly couple to the nematic
order, but are indirectly coupled through hot electrons. Previ-
ous experiments show that pump-induced anisotropy changes,
from subtracting the s and p polarized components (Is − Ip),
are approximately ten times smaller than optical reflection
changes [4], i.e., R/R  (R/R)s − (R/R)p. However,
the increased signal resolution on differential reflectivity mea-
surements makes it possible to detect key signals originating
from the coupling between hot electrons and the spin-nematic
reservoir.
Figure 1 illustrates our scheme for investigating hot electron
energy relaxation to obtain key information on the electronic
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematics of the experiment. Our ultrafast laser
pump-probe experiment measures the photoexcited electron dynam-
ics in iron pnictides via a differential reflectivity R/R technique.
Differential reflectivity indirectly probes the nematicity by measuring
the coupling between electron charge and nematic degrees of freedom
characterized by gen. (b) A representative R/R trace for measured
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 samples (x = 0.047) is shown with a split x axis.
Photoexcitation causes a very fast change in reflectivity followed
by an initial, fast femtosecond decay (green fill) and a slow rising
component (blue fill). The black line is the sum of fast decay and
slow rising components. At longer time scales, R/R shows a slow
decay up to 300 ps. Pump equals 800 nm, probe equals 400 nm.
nematicity. This is achieved by exploiting photoinduced tran-
sient couplings between electronic and nematic reservoirs in
the anisotropic, paramagnetic state of iron pnictides. Ultrafast
pump excitation at 1.55 eV increases the transient temperature
of the electronic heat bath with a time dependence closely
tracked by the rise of differential reflectivity, R/R, during
the first few picoseconds. Subsequent to this rise, energy
relaxation of hot electrons occurs as seen by the initial
decay of the initial R/R through heat transfer from the
electron reservoir to nematic and phonon reservoirs. The rate
of decay depends sensitively on the relative coupling strength
between these coupled reservoirs. In conventional metals, such
as copper, the electron energy relaxation is determined by
the electron-phonon relaxation whereas in FeAs the electron
energy relaxation is mostly dominated by the electronic-
nematic coupling, which far exceeds the coupling of electron
and phonon. Therefore, in FeAs, ultrafast photoexcitation
results in a fast transfer of energy to the nematic reservoir that
softens the nematic order [4]. In other words, the decrease
in R/R amplitude in the nematic state of FeAs directly
relates to the transient electronic-nematic reservoir coupling
and the corresponding relaxation time provides an unexplored
way to probe nematic fluctuations unaffected by twinned
domains.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A representative femtosecond-resolved differential reflec-
tivity trace R/R for the underdoped x = 0.047 sample is
shown in Fig. 1(b). Note that the x axis is split to illustrate
both short- and long-time dynamics. Ultrafast photoexcitation
heats up the electron reservoir, revealed by a rapid rise of
R/R, which is followed by two distinct processes: (i) an
initial femtosecond relaxation of τfast ∼ 545 fs and (ii) a slow
rise of τslow ∼ 4.3 ps. The final recovery of the R/R will be
presented in a later paper, but briefly occurs on a much longer
time scale as the system slowly recovers back to T = 4 K by
heat diffusion within the laser-pulse separation time of 1 ms.
In order to analyze the short-time relaxation components, we
overlay the measured trace with a biexponential fitting function
(black line) in Fig. 1(b), given by
f (t) = Afast · e−t/τfast + Aslow · (1 − e−t/τslow ) (1)
where Afast and τfast represent the respective amplitude and
relaxation times of the fast component (green fill), and
similarly for the slow components, Aslow and τslow (blue fill).
This represents the minimum possible fitting parameters that
give high-confidence fits for all sample dopings as discussed
in Sec. IV.
Parameters extracted from fitting the underdoped sample
demonstrate clear evidence of multiple phase transitions as
shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c). First, critical fluctuations are ob-
served in τfast relaxation time as shown in Fig. 2(c). The effects
of temperature on τfast can be separated into two components.
















































FIG. 2. (a) Underdoped sample x = 0.047 temperature-
dependent R/R data (black line, hollow circle) overlaid with
biexponential fitting (red line) described in the text. Complete
temperature-dependence raw traces are shown in Fig. 12 in the
Appendix. (b) Amplitude of the fast component amplitude Afast shows
a complex, nonmonotonic temperature dependence going across the
phase transitions. (c) A critical speeding up is seen in the τfast
relaxation time marking the Ising-Nematic transition temperature
T ∗ ∼ 73.5 K slightly above the tetragonal-orthorhombic transition
temperature TN = 66 K.
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increases with temperature at a rate of dτfast/dT = 0.56 fs/K.
The second component displays a sharp critical speeding up
with minimum 430 fs occurring at T ∗ ∼ 73.5 K. This critical
behavior is indicative of a second-order phase transition.
The temperature range of critical fluctuations (T = 25 K)
is relatively narrow compared to temperature step sizes used
in previous ultrafast works reported, and could be one reason
why this effect has not been reported on until now.
An unusual critical speeding-up behavior has been observed
in prior works, including spin-ice compounds near their
monopole liquid-gas transitions and ultrafast fluorescence
lifetime across the α-β transition of resorcinol [21,22]. In
the present paper, as the nematic temperature is approached,
additional electronic relaxation pathways become available to
the hot electrons that are photoexcited with 1.55-eV pump
photons. The addition of available relaxation channels to these
hot electrons appears to most significantly influence the fast
relaxation process as reflected in the obviously sharp critical
speeding up in τfast. It is likely that large nematic fluctuations
that set in approaching the nematic transition are responsible
for it due in part to the coupling between the hot electrons to
the nematic degree of freedom. Outside of the critical region,
nematic fluctuations die out and as a result τfast increases back
up again.
The critical speeding up of τfast may also be quantitatively
represented through phenomenological dynamical scaling as
τfast = |T/T ∗ − 1|−vz, where v and z are critical exponents
representing correlation length and dynamical exponent, re-
spectively. The best fit (see Fig. 11 in Appendix) gives
values of vz = −0.1395 and T ∗ = 73.5. Importantly, this
temperature is above magnetic phase transition at TN = 48 K
and structural phase transition at TS = 66 K, which were
carefully characterized via resistivity measurements on the
same sample. Our data indicate the observed τfast criticality at
T ∗ corresponds to the nematic transition temperature because
of its close proximity to TS , which was theoretically predicted
[23]. Further evidence linking the fast component to nematicity
is evident from the temperature dependence of Afast discussed
next.
Figure 3(a) shows Afast as function of temperature. Afast
is nearly constant from 4 K to the magnetic transition tem-
perature, TN = 48 K. It is noteworthy that negligible changes
are observed crossing the superconducting temperature as ex-
pected for the moderately high pump fluences of 115 μJ cm−2
used here [11]. As temperature increases to the anisotropic
paramagnetic state above TN , a clear crossover is observed
in which the amplitude begins to gradually decrease with
temperature. The decrease of Afast continues until just above
TS , where the amplitude flattens out and then increases as
temperature goes up to ∼100 K. From there on, Afast remains
nearly constant with temperature.
Surprisingly, the complex temperature dependence of Afast
is also observed in low-frequency conductivity measurements
such as the Drude scattering rate N [blue square, Fig. 3(b)]
extracted from far-infrared conductivity [24,25]. The estab-
lishment of the nematic order parameter has been shown to
result in an unusually broadband spectral weight redistribution
from the far-infrared intraband to the interband optical regions
[6]. This redistribution of spectral weight likely explains the






































FIG. 3. (a) Temperature dependence of the amplitude Afast (black
square) extracted from the biexponential fitting of the underdoped
sample, x = 0.047. (b) The scattering rate of the narrow-Drude com-
ponent (blue square) extracted in FTIR measurements by Lucarelli
et al. and dc resistivity (red line) show a strikingly similar trend,
which is a U-shaped feature bottoming out near TS , and then flat
until ∼150 K [24,25]. The green dashed line signifies TN where Afast
exhibits a clear crossover that is not seen in the traces shown in (b).
reconstruction and high-energy ultrafast optical measurements
for temperatures near the nematic phase transition. The ultra-
fast photoexcitation softens the nematic order, changing its
fluctuations and giving rise to a photoinduced spectral weight
transfer between FS states and high-energy optical states.
In addition to results here showing that the ultrafast optical
nonlinearity at ∼3.1 eV is sensitive to FS renormalization,
it is well known from previous ultrafast studies on iron
pnictides that the ultrafast pump-probe technique can measure
FS signatures even with such high-energy probes [4,15].
In the present paper we find, in addition to the apparent
similarity, an intriguing difference in the anisotropic param-
agnetic state where nematicity sets in. The amplitude Afast
remains constant up to TN where a crossover and downward
cusp going into the anisotropic paramagnetic phase occurs.
This is not seen in the isotropic low-energy measurements
N or ρdc. We believe the difference is caused by nematicity,
which is sensed in the R/R measurement but absent in
resistivity and Drude component. The difference between Afast
and resistivity and Drude component is most pronounced at
TN , and we infer that this is because magnetic fluctuations from
the nematic contribution are also peaked at TN . This provides
further evidence in support of a magnetic fluctuation driven
nematic scenario for the anisotropic iron pnictides [26,27].
The good TN agreement here is also a good indication that
pump fluences used in this paper were sufficiently low to not
impart significant local lattice heating.
Importantly, the fast component amplitude contains mag-
netic signatures clear from the peak at TN = 48 K and the
fast component also exhibits a critical speeding-up feature at
T ∗ ∼ TS . This strong connection to magnetism and lattice
degrees of freedom provides strong evidence that the fast
component is strongly associated with nematicity.
Note that different behavior between R/R and dc optical
conductivity would not be unusual because of the different
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transitions probed. The connection between the measurements
as shown here underscores the importance of the remarkable
correlations in the nematic state of Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2. The
above result corroborates our interpretation of the nematic
order as its origin. A quantitative, microscopic connection
between dc-conductivity and high-energy pump-probe mea-
surement is beyond the scope of this paper, but our work
motivates further studies towards a deeper understanding of
correlated materials driven out of equilibrium. Here we let the
data speak for themselves and point out the striking similarity
and call attention to the difference which is peaked at TN .
One should note that the main features can be seen in the raw
data in Figs. 2 and 3, that show the salient features directly
in the temperature-dependent cooling times and amplitudes.
In addition, please note that there is a sharp upturn in ρdc
above ∼120 K that is absent in both Afast and N with a flat
temperature dependence. This can be attributed to that more
trivial reason that N is mostly responsible for shaping the tem-
perature dependence of the coherent portion of dc resistivity,
while many other intrinsic and extrinsic factors can contribute
to ρdc as incoherent portions, e.g., from phonons and disorders.
Therefore, we have restricted our analysis to temperatures
where total measured resistivity does actually follow the same
trend as N , as seen in Fig. 3(b). Thus, in this temperature range
the coherent portion of resistivity dominates the temperature
dependence of total resistivity which makes the analysis of the
difference among Afast, ρdc, and N more valid.
Now we take a closer look at the temperature dependence of
τfast to underpin the measured transition temperature T ∗, aris-
ing from dynamic critical nematic fluctuations, related to the
structural phase transition. Seen in Fig. 4 are the temperature
dependence of (a) Afast amplitude, (b) τfast decay time, (c) x-ray
orthorhombicity from Nandi et al. [19], and (d) dc resistivity ρ
(black line, left axis) along with its derivative dρ/dt (red line,
right axis) shown up to temperatures of 85 K. It is clear from
resistivity data that the superconducting transition temperature
is 17 K (yellow bar) and SDW transition temperature is 48 K
(green bar). X-ray diffraction and resistivity show that the
orthorhombic-tetragonal structural phase transition occurs at
∼66 K (light blue bar). These transition temperatures are also
consistent with other reported values for the 4.7% Co-doped
compound [28]. Our results show that the critical speeding up
of hot electron relaxation τfast appears just above the structural
transition temperature by 6 K. The good TN agreement in
Fig. 4(a) excludes any heating as the origin.
We argue that the measured transition temperature T ∗
intimately correlates with the structural phase transition
temperature TS , i.e., they are driven by the same divergence of
electronic fluctuations as discussed by Fernandes et al. [3]. The
small discrepancy between the values in our ultrafast and static
measurements is likely due to the effects from pump excitation,
and most likely is due to ultrafast coherent phonon generation.
Ultrafast photoexcitations create nonequilibrium carrier occu-
pations, which are subsequently thermalized into hot electrons
which generate phonons through the carrier-phonon interac-
tion, i.e., displacive excitation of coherent phonons mechanism
[30]. Prior ultrafast spectroscopy measurements in BaFe2As2
provide evidence of a rapid increase in transition temperatures
of macroscopic orders TS/TN on small ion displacement
[17]. This is expected from the large magnetoelastic coupling
FIG. 4. Key measurements indicating phase transition temper-
atures in the underdoped sample. (a) Temperature dependence of
the amplitude Afast extracted from the biexponential fitting of the
underdoped sample, x = 0.047. (b) A critical speeding up is seen
in the τfast relaxation time marking the experimentally extracted,
critical temperature T ∗ = 73.5 K. (c) Anisotropic lattice parameters
measured with x-ray diffraction show a structural transition occurring
at TS ∼ 66 K [19]. (d) Resistivity normalized to its value at 300 K
(black line) on the left axis and its derivative (red line) on the right axis
show TC = 17 K, TN = 48 K, and TS ∼ 66 K. The vertical yellow line
marks TC , green line marks TN , blue line marks TS , and orange line
marks T ∗.
in pnictides [4]. In the current sample, we also observe
pronounced pump-induced phonon oscillations that likely act
to transiently stabilize the ordered phase up to ∼6 K above
the static transition temperatures. These coherent phonons
oscillation amplitudes exhibit a complex fluence and probe
wavelength dependence as shown in the discussion section.
The intrinsic nematic phase transition has proven very
difficult to precisely determine and most techniques use a
mechanical strain and stress to detwin the sample. Previous
measurements on detwinned samples have mostly shown that
a nematic phase transition occurs far above the structural
transition, e.g., at ∼250 K in optical measurements [29] and
transport [7,8]. In addition, there are also some claims, still
controversial, that the nematicity develops well above TS
by ∼100 K [9]. Our high-sensitivity, ultrafast spectroscopy
measurement of a critical speeding up clearly shows that the
spontaneous nematicity sets in very close to the structural
transition temperature in the strain- and stress-free samples.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
Next, for comparison we present differential reflectivity
measurements on the undoped (x = 0.00) and the optimally
doped (x = 0.074) samples. The raw traces and biexpo-
nential fitting can be found in the Appendix. We note
that our results from all samples can be fit similarly well
with the biexponential fitting function described in Sec. III.
Figures 5(a)–5(d) summarize the detailed temperature de-
pendence of the extracted decay time τfast and amplitude
Afast for both undoped and optimally doped compounds.
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FIG. 5. (a) Temperature dependence of the undoped x = 0.00
sample decay time τfast and the (b) amplitude Afast (blue circle)
overlaid with dc resistivity (red line) and narrow-Drude component
(need to add). All features are mostly constant from 4–110 K,
whereafter a gradual increase is seen with increasing temperature up
to the joint magnetostructural transition temperature. (c,d) Optimal
doped sample with x = 0.074 showing extracted fast decay τfast and
corresponding fast amplitude Afast. No dependence on temperature is
observed.
The contrast with the behavior observed in the underdoped
sample is clear. The control samples shown in Fig. 5 do not
exhibit any anisotropic paramagnetic phase in thermodynamic
measurements, which leads to our observation of distinctly
different behaviors and the absence of the critical speeding
up seen in the underdoped compound. Concentrating on the
undoped compound first as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b),
τfast and Afast in this sample remain mostly constant from
4 to 100 K, and then gradually increases, with a broad
crossover near the joint magnetostructural phase transition
temperatures TN , TS ≈ 136 K. All these behaviors are opposite
to those of the underdoped compound, which exhibit a
reduction of both τfast and Afast as the sample enters the
anisotropic, paramagnetic state at TN . Note that the upturn
trend observed in the undoped compound is manifested as a
slowing down approaching the magnetostructural transition,
and is again similar to behaviors observed in dc resistivity ρdc
and low-frequency conductivity. The above observations allow
us to attribute the optical nonlinearity here to pump-induced
softening of the midinfrared SDW gap that gives rise to
broadband photoinduced spectral weight redistribution of the
FS and interband optical range. For further comparison, τfast
and Afast for the optimal doped compound are shown in
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). No change of the signals is observed for
all temperatures measured in the optimally doped compound,
indicating that the ultrafast differential probe at the current
condition of moderately high pumping is not sensitive to
the superconducting phase transition, but mostly to changes
related to the SDW or orthorhombic phase transition. These
FIG. 6. Slow, picosecond components of the underdoped sample.
It is clear that the phase transitions affect not only the fast components
but also the slow components (a) τslow and (b) Aslow. The inset
of (a) shows the τslow component for the undoped sample, which
exhibits no temperature dependence across the magnetostructural
phase transition.
results clearly show that the critical speeding up is exclusively
associated with the anisotropic, paramagnetic phase in the
underdoped sample.
Next we briefly discuss the slow, picosecond relaxation
components, Aslow and τslow observed in the differential
reflectivity profile of underdoped compounds as shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Unlike the femtosecond R/R signals
that exclusively follow the transient temperature Te of the
electronic heat bath, as established in many prior ultrafast
studies in iron arsenides and elemental metals, the slow,
picosecond R/R signals are influenced by many other
extrinsic and intrinsic factors, ranging from defect states
to heat diffusion and band-structure changes. Nevertheless,
in the underdoped sample here τslow shows a maximum
approaching the nematic phase transition. This is compared
with τslow for the undoped sample which shows negligible
temperature dependence (inset). The temperature dependence
of the amplitude Aslow follows a similar trend as Afast,
which indicates this ultrafast optical nonlinearity component
is influenced strongly by similar nematic signals as well.
Further investigation is required to understand the complex
interplay of extrinsic and intrinsic factors that affect the slow
components, which is not the main focus of our current paper.
Finally, we briefly comment on the fitting models used.
We note that the second component in Eq. (1) can be
interpreted physically as either a delayed rise or as a negative
amplitude exponential decay with a constant positive offset
(i.e., −Aslow · e−t/τslow + Aslow). Both physical interpretations
are mathematically equivalent. Previous works have followed
the latter interpretation and have not constrained the offset
amplitude to necessarily be equal to the amplitude of the
negative exponential (i.e., −C · e−t/τ + D, with C = D). This
is necessary to fit traces where the R/R signal becomes
negative [31]. Here, we do not observe this negative R/R
in any doping of our samples, and therefore we choose to
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FIG. 7. Fluence dependence of R/R and the photoexcited
5.5-THz A1G phonon at 4 K. (a) Representative traces as a function
of fluence for 1.7 mW (red), 840 μW (green), 500 μW (blue), and
300 μW (magenta). Traces show the strong phonon oscillation and
illustrate that the phase does not shift for all pump fluences. Inset: The
FFT spectrum of the residual from the biexponential fitting shows a
strong peak at 5.5 THz. This example was for 1.3-mW pump power.
(b) Both R/R and the A1G phonon amplitudes scale linearly with
pump fluence. Here data are taken at 4 K, on an optimal doped sample,
and probe equals 975 nm.
constrain the amplitudes of the offset and negative exponential
to be equal.
Figure 7(a) illustrates typical coherent oscillations observed
at short time scales in the pump-probe reflectivity measure-
ments. The probe wavelength here was set to 975 nm and
temperature 4 K although the oscillation was observed for
all wavelengths, temperatures, and samples measured. The
calculated FFT spectrum of the residual biexponential fitting
from Fig. 7(b) is shown in the inset and shows clear oscillation
peak at 5.5 THz corresponding to the A1G mode. The amplitude
of the A1G oscillation amplitude scales linearly with R/R
amplitude, and both amplitudes scale linearly with power as








































FIG. 8. Wavelength dependence of the photoexcited 5.5-THz A1G
phonon. (a) Amplitude of the 5.5-THz oscillation as a function of
wavelength from 400 to 1275 nm. The red line is a guide for the eye.



























FIG. 9. Temperature-dependent differential reflectivity traces for
the undoped sample (black line, black circle) overlaid with the
biexponential fit function (red line) described in the main text.
To study the wavelength dependence a 3-mm-thick sapphire
crystal is inserted into a new path of the laser 800-nm output,
which generates a white-light continuum probe from 400
to 1300 nm. The complex probe wavelength dependence is
shown in Figs. 8(a)–8(b), showing a pronounced increase in
phonon amplitude for wavelengths longer than the 800-nm
pump. Interestingly, the amplitude of R/R shows the
opposite trend, which is a pronounced decrease in amplitude
above 800 nm. This suggests that the higher-energy probe is
more sensitive to electronic dynamics while the low-energy
probe is more sensitive to the phonon dynamics. Likely,
high-energy photons are less coupled to FS electrons and thus
less coupled to A1G phonons which are believed to be strongly
coupled to the FS [4,32].
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We discover a femtosecond critical speeding-up behavior
of hot electron energy relaxation by using ultrafast optical
spectroscopy. We show that this represents a powerful tool
to study and understand the complex, electronically driven





















FIG. 10. Differential reflectivity (black line, black circle) plotted
together with the biexponential fit function (red line) as a function of
temperature for the optimal doped sample, x = 0.074.
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FIG. 11. Raw temperature-dependent traces (black) with fitting
(red) for the underdoped sample.
measuring small anisotropy in twinned crystals. The temporal
dynamics of the nematicity, hidden in static measurements,
shine light on several outstanding issues associated such
as the transition temperature and the origin. These results
demonstrate, particularly, that nematic fluctuations strongly
influence the electron cooling times and that spin fluctuations
determine the part of the relaxation component associated with
the nematicity.
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APPENDIX
We present raw differential reflectivity traces for the














FIG. 12. Underdoped sample: Critical behavior of the τfast relax-
ation time approaching the nematic transition temperature.
with the biexponential function over the range from time zero
to ∼12 ps. At 12 ps there is a local maximum, whereafter the
signal decays up to long times, measured up to 300 ps in this
paper.
Raw data for the optimally doped sample are plotted in
Supplementary Fig. 10. The temperature range from 4 to 60 K
is of most interest for the optimally doped sample due to the
low superconducting transition temperature TC ∼ 23 K and
no expected phase transitions above. We measure negligible
change in the signal from superconductivity, as expected for
the moderately high pump fluence used here.
Next we present differential reflectivity traces for the
underdoped sample at select temperatures to illustrate the
quality of fitting and data in Fig. 11. Here, each temperature
is vertically offset for clarity.
As discussed in the main text, a critical speeding up of
the τfast relaxation time is observed at temperatures slightly
above the structural transition in the underdoped sample only.
In Fig. 12, we show the critical relaxation dynamics near TS
along with the corresponding fit. The fitting function is given
by τ ∝ | T
TC
− 1|−νz, where ν and z are the critical exponents
representing the correlation length and the dynamical critical
exponent, respectively. We note that the time resolution of our
setup limits measurements down to ∼50 fs, yet the measured
relaxation time at minimum is much larger, τfast ∼ 400 fs). It
is possible that the exact transition temperature lies within a
range of ±2 K around 72 K. We find that letting TC = 73.5 K
gives the minimum error and results in νz = 0.1395.
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